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King Shahryar kills a new wife every night, because he is afraid she will stop loving him. But his new

bride Shahrazad has a clever plan to save herself. Her nightly stories--of Sinbad the Sailor, Ali

Baba, and many other heroes and villains--are so engrossing that King Shahryar has to postpone

her execution again and again... This illustrated edition brings together all the Arabian Nights tales

in an original retelling by award-winning author Geraldine McCaughrean.(paperback reissue of ISBN

0-19-274500-X)
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Words cannot describe the fantastic quality of this collection of Arabic literature. But don't get the

book just to read the tale of Ala al-Din (Aladdin) and his Wonderful Lamp, because the other tales

included surpass this merely moderate one by far - although it's interesting to find out that a black

midget is Aladdin's primary nemesis (upon who Disney's Jafar is based, apparently).The stories

touch on such a wide variety of unusual topics: a man's visit to the kingdom of mermaids, a dead

beggar getting tripped over again and again, a guy claiming to have several volcanoes in a portable

bag, a Sultan's escape from a buffalo-faced woman in the presence of a group of pink ladies, and

the marriage of a prince to a turtle. Insane stuff.My favorite story is The Everlasting Shoes by far. It's



quite possibly the funniest thing I've ever read. It's about an old miser who's so cheap he never

buys new shoes. He just patches up the pair he has whenever they get holes. The addition of so

many patches naturally make his shoes bigger and bigger. Eventually the shoes become

ridiculously huge and heavy and smelly, and they make a lot of noise as the miser walks. The scene

of the shoes being thrown into the river and getting caught in the millwork is well worth the price of

the entire book.There's a story in here that looks VERY much like a mid-east version of Cinderella.

Quite interesting.I am unable to tell how many liberties the author has taken in translating the tales,

but they're definitely fun to read. There are tons of ancient day metaphors and funny insults like,

"You flea on a cockroach's kneecap!" and "Son of a plank! Did you steal your brains from a table?
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